
00176577 Surveillance Camera, WLAN, for Outdoors, Night Vision, Recording, 1080p, bl

WLAN Camera

Highlightstext:

- With the surveillance camera, monitor outdoor areas such as the house, courtyard, garden, patio or garage via app and voice control and
create a secure and comfortable home with alarm scenarios, for example in combination with other Smart Home products
- Our surveillance camera works without any gateway (hub): you don't need an additional device, and you save on extra costs since the
camera establishes a direct WiFi connection with the router
- Razor-sharp images: whoever is creeping around your property, with images from the outdoor camera in Full HD 1080p, you'll spot
everything and everyone
- Detailed images in the dark: during the night, infra-red night vision means you can still rely on camera surveillance
- WLAN surveillance camera responds to movements: if the camera detects movement, you can be notified via push notification or
automatically trigger recording
- More local memory completely without the cloud thanks to the microSD card slot: memory cards of up to 128 GB offer plenty of space for
extensive video recordings, so no surveillance material gets lost
- Step by step to the Smart Home: with the Hama Smart Home app, you can expand and network your smart home with any number of
Hama Smart Home products
- Whether it be the sofa or the sun lounger: with the Hama Smart Home app and WLAN camera, you have control over your property,
garden and front door at all times, no matter where you are
- Whether it be Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant: simply display the live image from the WLAN outdoor camera on devices with a screen
using voice controls
- Simple installation on your own WiFi network: since no hub is required, your devices can be set up in just a few minutes
- High compatibility: works with Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, Amazon Echo Show and Google Nest Hub, iOS and Android. Can also
be connected to all Alexa and Google Assistant-compatible smart home products from other manufacturers
- The perfect start: the WLAN surveillance camera is ideal for intelligently upgrading apartments or houses
- Live view: monitor with real-time video what's happening around the house or garden
- 2-way audio: a microphone and speaker allows communication via the WLAN outdoor camera, e.g. with the postman, even when you're
not at home
- Audio detection with 2-stage adjustable sensitivity (high/low): When there is a sound, the WLAN camera sends a push notification to the
smartphone
- Additional security thanks to optional cloud video storage (chargeable)
- For outdoors (IP 65): protected against dust and water, the outdoor camera can be attached without concern and discreetly to façades
- Multi-user functionality: multiple users can access the outdoor camera at the same time - handy when you're on holiday, for example
- The security camera can be used to deter burglary and vandalism, but also to watch over children playing in the garden, pets or horse
stables
- Voltage supply via the supplied power supply unit
- Your data is stored exclusively on German servers

System Requirements:
- Operating system: Android 4.4 and iOS 8.0 or later

Note for Consumers:
Amazon Alexa:
the required Alexa skill "Hama Smart Home" must be activated in the Alexa app. The user account for the Hama Smart Home app is then
connected to Alexa.
It allows the video display of the WiFi camera to be shown when an Amazon loudspeaker with screen is being used.

Google Assistant:
the "Hama Smart Home" service must be activated in the Google Home app for this. The user account for the Hama Smart Home app is
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then connected to Google.
It allows the video display of the WiFi camera to be shown when an Google loudspeaker with screen is being used.

- Colour: Black/Silver
- Product Division: Home & Living
- Shade of colour: Black, Silver
- Signal Transmission: WiFi
- WLAN Standard: 802.11 n/g/b (150 Mbps/54 Mbps/11 Mbps)
- Frame rate: Max. 25 Pictures per Second
- Frequency Range: 2.4 GHz
- Memory Capacity: 128 GB
- Resolution: 1920 x 1080 (Full HD)
- Storage Medium: CLOUD/microSD/microSDHC
- Wireless Encryption: WPA2
- Additional Functions: Night vision
- Angle of coverage: 110 °
- IP protection class: IP65 (protection against dust entry and continuous rain)
- Sensors: Audio sensor, Motion Sensor
- Special Feature: Built-In  microphone
- Voice Assistant: Amazon Alexa (AVS), Apple Siri (Shortcuts), Google Home
- Depth: 8 cm
- Height: 13.2 cm
- Width: 8 cm
- Power Supply: Power Adapter (12V)
- Recommended Use: Home Assistent

Technical characteristics:

- 1 surveillance camera (fixed cable: 47 cm)
- 1 12 V / 1 A power supply unit (fixed cable: 147 cm)
- 1 quick reference guide

Delivery:

 4    047443    444189
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